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ALPHA EPSILON IS BACK
Originally chartered in 1946 as the 29th chapter in Sig Tau’s history, Alpha Epsilon’s
re-chartering ceremony was a long-awaited day for the chapter at Henderson State
University. The event was hosted on Saturday, March 31, in Arkadelphia, Arkansas;
and as the men celebrated the past, present, and future of the chapter, they enjoyed
the company of almost 100 attendees, including several alumni, friends, and family
members as well as Henderson State faculty members. The chapter’s Charter was
presented by Chief Executive Offer Steve Latour, who traveled to Arkadelphia to
honor the men and formally install the Executive Cabinet. Chapter President, P.J.
Hawron, shared his thoughts about how far they have come as a chapter.
“The past year has been the most impactful experience of my life, and I know that every member can say the same. What
started as a group of disorganized strangers, has turned into a strong brotherhood, and a well-oiled machine that is set to
last for many years to come.”

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA CHAPTER BECOMES

THE NEWEST CHARTERED CHAPTER
On Saturday, April 7, 2018, Sigma Tau Gamma recognized the Associate
Chapter at the University of Arizona for its tremendous efforts and
accomplishments and presented the group with their Charter. Granted
by 39th National President, Jonathan Proehl, UW – River Falls and Chief Executive Officer, Steve Latour, the chartering
makes the Zeta Pi Chapter the 160th chapter to be recognized by Sigma Tau Gamma in its 97-year history. During the
ceremony, chapter members were joined by friends, family, and loved ones who congratulated and celebrated their
accomplishments. In attendance were Headquarters Staff and numerous notable alumni and guests including Foundation
Vice Chairman Shawn Kelly and wife Monica.
The men of the Zeta Pi Chapter are involved in many organizations and aspire to be not only Greek life leaders but leaders of
many areas on campus. The group has members in IFC, PATH Mentoring Programs, men’s volleyball, Investments Club, Tau
Beta Pi Engineering Club, and more. Over
30 percent of the chapter is also enrolled
in the university’s Honors Program – a goal
that many of the men are proud to say they
have accomplished.

3 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT
SIG TAU THIS MONTH

Founders Day is
Underway

Ribbon Cutting
Ceremony

Recruitment T-shirts
Available Now

Make your mark in the 98
years of Sigma Tau Gamma and
celebrate our long-standing
legacy by participating in this
year’s Founders Day Challenge.
Click here to give today.

On Saturday, May 5, almost
200 brothers and friends
of Sig Tau gathered at 8741
Founders Road in Indianapolis
to attend the Headquarters
Ribbon Cutting Ceremony.

The 2018-2019 Recruitment
shirts are now available.
Preorder your recruitment
T-shirts before you leave
campus for the summer.
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“I joined Sig Tau because I knew from
the moment I met the guys, these were
the men I wanted to be like,” Director of
Member and Community Engagement Mick
McGarry said. “Everyone in our chapter
demonstrates principles that not only
make us leaders now but also for our future
endeavors.”
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